
Nomad's Cafe: a taste of Morocco comes to our desert

Nomad’s Cafe at 2920 North Swan Road in the Palomino Plaza at Fort Lowell and Swan 
is an interesting change of pace in a restaurant-rich area. It features the ambience and
flavors of old Morocco, complete with exotic dancing. The Moroccan-style dancer 
certainly provides entertainment, in lavish costumes with brass bangles and the crash of 
finger cymbals. There are large Moroccan street scenes painted on the walls complete 
with palm trees.

The restaurant is small and cozy, but it has a large patio out front with umbrella-shaded 
tables.

We started with Bissara ($5.50), an olive-oil-rich fava bean dip which was excellent. The 
whole table enjoyed this dish, but be warned, the olive oil significantly cuts the friction 
of the dip. Careful maneuvering is needed to keep the dip on your pita piece or olive 
stick. The olive sticks, are bread sticks flavored with Greek olive bits. They’re unique, 
tasty and crunchy.

Following the bean dip, we tried both soups. Harira ($4.50) and Chorba ($4.50), which 
is pronounced as if it were spelled shorba.

While the Harira is described as a spicier soup, this is not true. The Chorba smokes the 
Harira in the heat contest. Chorba is a pureed vegetable soup, tomato orange in color. It 
has celery, carrots, lentils, tomatoes and other seasonal vegetables. Cilantro provides 
much spark here, but the soup is fueled by lots of paprika. The kids virtually booed this 
soup as spicy, but it is not a typical hot pepper spice. The big bowl is nicely garnished 
with fresh cilantro and paprika scatterings. It is a hearty vegetable soup for those who 
can stand the heat.

The Harira, on the other hand, is much less spicy, but still intensely flavored. Here 
tomatoes, lentil and garbanzo beans, parsley, celery and coriander mingle in a saffron 
and ginger broth. This results in a truly complex flavor. Everyone enjoyed this one.

Lala Fatna’s Mrohzia ($16.95 dinner, $13.95 a la carte) is a lamb stew with prunes, 
almonds, and sesame seeds. It is served dusted with confectioners’ sugar. This is an 
interesting dish, though quite strange by typical American standards: sweet lamb.  
Everyone who tried this entree enjoyed it.

Grilled Moroccan Lamb Chops ($16.95) were served quite rare. They were tender and 
delicious, marinated in garlic and spices. These chops are a far cry from the pathetic, 
thin ones some of us endured as children. This dish will make a Moroccan lamb lover 
out of you.



The Tagine bil Hoot ala Maraoccain ($16.95 dinner, $13.95 a la carte) is fish prepared 
with red and green mild peppers, Mediterranean olives, preserved lemons, olive oil, and 
several spices and herbs including cilantro, ginger, garlic and cumin. (Tagine here refers 
to a special Moroccan cooking dish, and you can have many different kinds of Tagines, 
depending on their ingredients.)

The beverages we tried were different from typical quenchers: Mint Tea comes with the 
entrees, and it’s actually caffeine-free tea made from mint, not tea leaves. Morroccan 
Coffee with Ras el Hanout ($1.75) is a big mug of strong coffee flavored with spices, 
like cinnamon and cardamon. Trying to identify all the spices, we were told it has thirty-
three spices. Therefore, the chances are if you think a spice is in the coffee, it is. 
Anyway, it’s a strong brew, far more intense than other fl avored coffee you’ve ever had.

By the way, there is a big advantage to dining with kids here: while there is no kids’ 
menu, for kids ten and under, anything can be ordered in a child-sized portion for only 
$2.99, a very good deal.

Seffa ($4.50) is a sweet couscous dessert. Though this sounds weird, it is appealing,
flavored with raisins, dates, apricots, almonds and powered sugar. Many years of eating 
very sweet desserts make us wish the dessert is sweeter. It is a good dessert and 
certainly a unique one.

We broke down and had The Crowning Glory ($5.95), a dessert of phyllo dough, 
almonds and powdered sugar. Frankly, we imagined a super sweet Moroccan version of 
the Greek dessert Baklava. This dessert is much less sweet; moreover, the name 
promises too much. The portion was decent, but not overwhelming. (Maybe some of us 
have too much of a sweet tooth.) It was nicely garnished with a white milk custard 
sauce and fresh red raspberries and strawberries. There are other unusual des serts like 
the Berber Sundae ($4.50), ice cream with dates, apricots and candied walnuts.

All major credit cards accepted. Hours: 9 am to 9 pm, Monday - Saturday. Closed
We found Nomad’s Cafe a very enjoyable introduction to an unusual cuisine. Though we 
initially felt that the more finicky among us would be displeased, everyone found 
something to enjoy. If you want to try a different cuisine, perfect for carnivores and 
vegans alike, we would recommend Nomad’s.
Sundays. No alcohol served.
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